
Product Range 

N94561 Bed Ladder — Beige 

Product Technical Data Sheet 003 
 Bed Ladder 

Product Description & Intended Purpose 

For use by those who have difficulty rising to a seated 

position in bed. It enables the user to pull themselves 

upright to a sitting position by pulling on successive 

handles without the need of assistance from a third party. 

This product can be fitted to most types and sizes from 

single to king size. 

Product Features 

 Can be fitted to any size bed from single to King Size. 

 Six evenly spaced handles for easy reach. 

 Two attachment straps, complete with buckle 

fastenings for fitting product to the end of bed. 

 Two ‘bed clip’ straps for securing ladder to bed 

linen, to prevent it falling off during the night. 

Technical Specification 

Dimensions: 

 Length: 1200mm (47”) 

 Width: 200mm (8”) 

 Distance Between Handles: 106mm (4”) 

 

 Number of Handles: 6 

 Adjustable Strap Length: 2000mm (79”) 

Maximum User Weight: 140Kg (22st) 

Material: Polyester - Beige 

Installation Information: (Note: for detailed information refer to User Instructions) 

 Place ladder on top of bed and bedding, with handles facing upwards.  

 Wrap the loose straps around bed legs/castors and secure to ladder using the buckles. 

 Position the ladder on the bed by adjusting the length of the straps. 

 Secure to the top layer of  bed linen using the clips  on the underside, at the top of the ladder. 

 Check the ladder is securely fitted by pulling it towards the head of the bed, it should not move. 
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Care & Maintenance 

 Check the stitching along the seams and fixing points for the ladder handles. 

 Check the fabric for tears, holes  or loose threads. 

 Check the buckles are correctly fastened and the straps are secure around the bed feet or castors. 

 The recommended life of the product is 5 years from the date of purchase and 8 years from the 

date of manufacture. Do not use the product past these dates. 

FAQ’s 

 Does the ladder sit centrally on the bed? 

  The adjustment straps allow the ladder to be positioned centrally or on either side of a bed  

  dependent upon the preference of the user. 

 Will the bed ladder prevent me from getting in and out of bed? 

  No the bed ladder is loosely attached to the bed linen and can be removed easily to allow  

  movement. 

Cleaning 

 Spot clean using a general purpose, neutral detergent and warm water. 

 Hand wash using a neutral detergent at a low temperature, maximum 30°C. 

 To disinfect, wash using a mild disinfectant and rinse thoroughly with fresh water. Please check the 

suitability of the cleaning product before use. Do not use bleach. 

 Always allow product to dry thoroughly before use or storage. Do not tumble dry or iron. 

Safety Precautions 

 Always fit the bed ladder on top of the bed clothes; do not fit between sheets. 

 Ensure the bed ladder is securely attached to the foot of the bed prior to use. 

 Ensure excess strapping is tucked or tied off the floor, out of the way at all times. 

 Do not exceed the maximum user weight of the product, 140kg (22st). 

 Keep the product away from fire. 

 Not suitable for use by children. 


